
Toronto 

Toronto is the capital city of Ontario with so many skyscrapers buildings and also CN 
tower in the middle of the downtown. Moreover theres so many green spaces, trails, 
sport facilities, museums, cafes, and other attraction parks. 

 

It is also known as Canada largest city which also lead business, finance, technology, 
entertainment and culture. I can also say its the most populous city in Canada with so 
many immigrants too.  

When I think about Toronto, the first thing comes to my mind is “Home”, my new home 
to be exact. Since I have been raised in Indonesia for 17 years then moved to Calgary for 
my high school. So, I just moved to Toronto basically 8 months ago, yet I have felt it is 
my new home where I will always look forward to go back to. Toronto is such a lively 
city I can say and has so many aesthetic cafe which I love. Ive been a adventurous 
person who loves trying new thing and I can never feel I have discovered everything in 
Toronto. Also with the multi cultures in every different part in the city, makes it more 
fun for me. 

 

People in Toronto or Canada in general is also very friendly compare to my hometown in 
Indonesia. As for example when i go to a park, everyone here would greet me, say hello, 
ask me how im doin... even the fact we are all just strangers. Meanwhile in Indonesia, 
they would not greet u if u dont know them. They can even be rude to us and 
inappropriate as I am also chinese which Indonesia is still abit racist toward chinese. 
Thats probably why I also love Canada and toronto so much, is because of the multi 
cultures and that people accept the diversity in the city. 

 

Although Toronto is known for its entertainment and modern city life. I would love to 
share people also the nature in Toronto and surrounds it that many travellers also come 
for it. Even Toronto has couples of modern buildings and skyscrapers, the city also never 
forget to take care the authenticity of it and also manage all of the historical buildings 
and monuments well. Hence, if you ever consider to travel to Canada, dont forget to see 
check out Toronto. 


